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prime cost. For example: � h
'
�ndr�d laborers want each a 

I 
innumerable rings of annual growth-and retire for a speci

barrel of flonr, By going to the retail grocer they can get fied period from the cares of this life. They professed to 
such an article as they desire at the rate of ten or twelve dol· have such control over their vital processes as to be able to 
lars a barrel. On the other hand, by clubbing their funds die at will, and would allow themselves to be sealed up in 
and buying a car load at the mill, the same grades of ftour coffins or tied up in blankets, and buried underground for a 
can be got for seven or eight dollars a barrel, transportation week or a month, or more. 
and delivery included. So likewise with nearly every other I A very circumstantial account of such an operation was 
standard article; by jumping the needless middlemen and given by Sir Claude Wade. \Vhen he was at the court of 
buying for cash at first hand, the purchasing power of Runjeet Singh, in 1837, a fakir was thus buried for six 
wages may be immensely augmented, without doing injus- weeks, a company of soldiers guarding the place of his in
tice to any one. terment to prevent untimely resurrection. At the end of 

It is but a short and natural step from temporary comb ina- the six weeks the seals were found intact; and on removing 
tions for mutual benefit to permanent organization. This the lid of the box which served as a coffin, the white linen 
step has been taken; and under the somewhat grandiloquent bag in which the fakir had been placed was found to be mil
title of .. Sovereigns of Industry," the new organization is dewed. When the bag was opened, the temporarily dead 
drawing together the working men of the Eastern States with man's arms and legs were found to be shriveled and stiff; 
a rapidity rivaling the development of the Grange through- and his head reclined, corpse·like, on his shoulder. To all 
out the 'Vest. appearance he was as dead as an Egyptian mummy, no pul-

Thus far the Sovereigns have stuck to their original idea sat ion or other evidence of life being discoverable. He was 
of mutual helpfulness in supplying the necessaries of life to then turned over tQ the manipulations of his servant, who 
the members of their several councils. It is to be hoped that made warm applications of various kinds, whereupon tIlt' 
they will continue to do so, avoiding strenuously the politi· arms and legs gradually returned to their normal state. H<' 
cal follies of the Grangers. It would be a pity if the power then removed the wax and cotton with which the fakir's 
which the order is capable of wielding for the economical nostrils and ears had been closed, and after half an hour tILl' 
advancement of the great army of manual and mechanical devotee was able to speak. All of which Sir Claude vouches 
workers of the country should not be developed to the utter- for as an eye witness, with an air of truthfulness rivaling 

s.� most, as it can be only by the most stringent repression of that of About's clever story of the man with the broken 
:J. demagogues and party schemers. ear. 

� Various plans of operation are adopted by different coun- This art of dying at will and coming to life again appears 
�� cils, according to the number of members, their place of resi- not to be monopolized by the Hindoos. At least one English. 
54 dence, and the local advantages for buying. The chief man in modem times,if human testimony is worth anythillg", 
� obJ'ect being to make the most of the money they have to has attained it. His name was Townsend, Colonel Towll-
47 
59 spend, with the least inconvenience or risk, it is a common send of the British army in India. This man could go into a 
� practice to avail themselves of the machinery of trade already death-like trance at will, so skillfully counterfeiting real 
� established in their neighborhood, taking care, however, to death that the most critical observers were deceived. On 
::g pay no exorbitant profits. An arrangement is made with one one occasion the experiment was made in the presence of Dr. 
� or more dealers in each department to throw the trade of the Cheyne, who reports upon the case, Dr. Baynard and a Mr. 
� council into their hands in consideration of a special dis- Skrine. All three felt his pulse: it was distinct, though 
60 count on regular retail prices, a concession which the favored small and thready: and his heart had its usual beating. 
� dealers can well afford to make in return for an assured cash He then composed himself on his back and lay motionlt·ss 
� custom, without the cost of advertising or other outlays for for some time. Gradually all signs of life disappeared. till 
� attracting cust.omers. Every three months the council re- there was no pulse, no beating of the heart, and a mirror 
� ceives the bids of dealers desiring its trade, and elects those held before his mouth gave no indication of breath. 
� which offer the greatest inducements, all things considered. The witnesses discussed this strange appearanre for a long 
$\I Tickets of membership are then issued, the exhibition of time, finally concluding that he had carried the experiment 
� which entitles the bearer to the stipulated discount on all too far and was really dead. As they were about to lea\'e 
� goods purchased during the ensuing quarter. In all cases him,a slight motion of his body was observed, and a beating 
� the council takes pains to secure trade circulars and lists of of the heart. In a little while he began to breathe, and 
� wholesale prices current, from which to estimate the just. gradually life was fully restored. 
� ness of the charges of their local dealers. If the members This account has been accepted as trustworthy and credi· 
�� can do better by ordering their supplies from the producer ble by high medical authorities, and so likewise have those 
� or the wholesale dealer, the local dealers lose �heir trade given of the fakirs who carried the experiment a degree fur· 
48 altogether. ther than Colonel Townsend, and submitted themselves to 
� In many cases large dealers undertake to fill the orders of actual burial. 

THE SOVEREIGNS OF IliDUSTRY, 

During these times of financial depression, when the 
great industries of the country are languishing and labor is 
everywhere out of employment, diminished incomes are 'the 
rule, and economy the virtue most in demand. To those 
whose incomes are still liberal, though never so much less 
than heretofore, the problem of adapting expenditures t.o re
ceipts is comparatively simple. They have merely to cut off 
a few luxuries more or less, to pinch their pride a trifle, it 
may be, but with no risk of trenching on the actual necessa
ries of life, either for themselves or their families. 

For the great maSi of working men, however-men whose 
wages never greatly surpassed the cost of living-the problem 
is not so simple. To strike off luxuries would hdp but little, 
not many luxuries falling to their share even in the best of 
times. 'ro lessen the amount of their purchases means to eat 
poorer food, or less of it, wear cheaper clothing and live in 
poorer houses; in short, to submit to evils, not to practise 
economy. 

The usual door of escape from the ills of poverty, hard 
work and more of it, is closed by the general stagnation of 
industry. Men are fortunate if they get any work, at reduced 
prices at that. How then can they manage to live? Thp.re 
is but one way, and that is by increasing somehow the pur. 
chasing power of money, so that the little they now have 
may go as far as the larger sums they have been used to: a 
hopeless undertaking, it might seem, for men without capi
tal and with no influence in financial circles: but so it did 
not seem to the working men of New England, spurred on 
by that most efficient sharpener of the wits, necessity. The 
problem was to make two dollars buy as much as three, 
prices remaining the same. A glance at the conditions of 
trade will suffice to make plain the efficiency of the means 
adopted. During the flush times, before the colJapse of 1873, 
money was plentiful, business brisk, and profits large. Con
sequently the race of middle men multiplied enonnously. 
Between the miller and the mechanic, the price of a barrel of 
flour increased fifty per cent or more by passing through half 
a dozen hands, each charging roundly for the nominal and, 
for the most part, uncalled-for service rendered. In like 
manner, the cost of nearly every other article of food or 
clothing was similarly advanced. With high wages and 
plenty of work, the consumer was able to pay the extra 
charges; but when the easy times were past, his lessened 
wages left small margin for the support of go.betweens. The 
machinery of trade had become so cumbrous and costly that 
it was a burden rather than a convenience. Its excrescences 
had to be cut away; and this the working men of the East 
have set out to do, holding it suicidal as well as foolish to 
pay half a dozen large profits on each article they buy, whev 
they can be served as well for a single small advance on 

councils at a slight advance on wholesale rates, delivering to It is a pity the art has not been more widely cultivated; it 
the appointed purchasing agents the articles in separate par· would afford such a convenient refuge for geniuses born 
cels as required by the members, thus enabling the mechan- ahead of their time. On finding their generation too stupid 
ics of the most out of the way village to command as favor· to appreciate their grand discoverie8 and projects, they could 
able terms as the market will afford. Where the purchases retire for a season until in the regular course of events the 
are considerable and tolerably regular, it has been found a masses should overtake them. Then instead of writing It 

very satisfactory way to hire a cheap store room, and appoint book and depositing it, sealed, in a public library, to bi' 
one of the members storekeeper for the council, to distribute opened in the year 1975, or such a matter, they could them
the purchases as called for, on certain evenings of the week. selves be so deposited, duly labeled and preserved, till their 
At the regular monthly meetings, the members elect the time should come. We could name a good many whose ac· 
amounts of the several articles required, which are purchased quaintances would gladly provide fireproof quarters for them 
in bulk, and of course on more favorable terms than in sepa· and their projects for a century or two, The only fear that 
rate parcels. By this plan, most of the advantages of co-ope· the fakirs had of protracted burial was that in the meantime 
rative stores are secured, with none of the �isks. their servants might die and there be left no one to resurr<'ct 

In several States, it has been found advantageous (experi- them. In cases such as we have imagined, there would be 
mentally, at least) to mass the trade of the order, or a great no risk of this sort to deter the devotee, tIl(' community at 
portion of it, by appointing a general purchasing agent, h.rge assnming the responsibility. 
through whom the supplies for the councils are ordered, the • I ••• 

superior advantages of such a buyer more than offsetting the TESTIliG THE CORRECTNESS OF FIGURES BY WEIGHT. 

cost of the increased machinery. We publish in another column a communication from our 
An idea of the raplll spread of the organization may be well known correspondent Dr. P. H. Vander Weyde,in which 

gained by the rate at which the order has grown in Connec- he suggests a rather novel and effectual method of testing 
ticut. The first council, with seven members, was organized the correctness of all calculations such as those pertaining 
February 26, 1874. In May a State council met, with a mem· to the squaring of the circle, and the ron tents of cir<!1l1al' 
bership of twelve hundred, By August, this number was or other forms. His method is based on the practice,adoptt'd 
more than doubled; and at the meeting of December 8, sometime ago, of measuring the area of land by weight, ill 
forty-seven councils, with a membership of. over five thou- which the figure of the land is drawn to a scale on paper. 
sand, were represented. To-day, there are probably near ten and the figure cut out of the sheet. The figure of a square 
thousand of the more thrifty mechanics and laborers of the acre is also drawn to the same scale and cut from the paper 
small State of Connecticut thus banded together for mutual sheet. The two are now weighed separately. The weight 
benefit in trade. Thus far, the estimated saving to each of the paper figure of the land, divided by the weight of tIll' 
member is thirty per cent of his purchases through the paper figure of the square acre, indicates with accuracy the 
agency of the order--certainly an amount worth considering. number of acres contained in the land. 
Such a sensible and practical "strike" for increase of wages Applying this method to the squaring of the circle, Dr. 
is something new in the annals of industry. Vander Weyde weighed the circle of paper and the proper 

Besides the State councils, a national council has been or- squares, with the results given in his letter. It will bl' 
ganized. It will hold its session for 1875, probably before seen that the calculations of some of our prominent circle 
this reaches the eye of the reader. For what practical pur- squarers, when thus weighed in the balance, are found 
poses the session will be.held does not clearly appear to out- wanting. 
siders. We can only hope that it will take no action to com. 
plicate the objects of the order, or to divert its work from its 
original purpose. National councils are apt to be over ambi
tious, and the temptation to use a popular organization for 
political purposes is hard to be resisted: if indulged in, ruin 
is inevitable. 

..•. . 

A BOX TRICK TO BEA T lIARTZ.' 

According to travelers' stories-the best of all eVidence, as 
everybody knows-there used to be in India a school of vaga
bonds who got their living by dying. For a very modest 
sum they would emulate the frogs which are periodically 
discovered alive in solid rock-or in tree trunks, oVE>rlaid by 
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P'I-RYI. 

Among the way!. that are dark and tricks that are qu!'er. 
for which the "heathen chinee" is peculiar, one of the 
cleverest bears the name p'i ryi. It fairly rivals the jug
glery of our highly enlightened writing mediums, and is em
ployed for the same useful purpose. When the pig· tailed 
earnest enquirer realizes the truth which the \Vidow Bedott 
versifies: 

" Poor short-sighted critters, we 
Kant cslculate what's going to be 
And, like enough, never'lI take place:" 

he consults an oracle, much a� pig-headed enquirers do with 
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us. The oracle does not put a slate under a table to be 
written on; he writes on the top of a table, previously dusted 
with sand or fl.our. The pen-that is to say the brush, for 
no other sort of pen or lJencil is used in writing Chinese-is 
�uspended b�' a string from the rim of an inverted wicker 
rice basket, which is balanced on the fingers of two persons 
sitting on opposite sides of the table. After the proper 
period of quiet waiting, the pen begins to move, writing out 
the answer to any question which may be put. 

On one occasion, the Chinese teacher of the Rev. R. H_ 
Cobbold, who is responsible for the story, consulted an 
oraCle of this sort to discover certain names that were want
ing to fill up an ancestral register. On being asked for a 
particular name, the oracle wrote: ., Inquire of another branch 
of the family_" It was done, and the" spirit" at once wrote 
down the name. The story reminds one of a great deal that 
passes for evidence outside of China, there being no proof 
that the names furnished by the "spirit" were correct. It 
is not surprising that the inveMtigations made by the reverend 
gentleman were unable to discover the cheat. 

Writing of p'i.kyi, in his chapters on China and the 
Chinese, the Rev. A. E. Moule says: .. So great is the mys
tery, or, if you please, 80 clever is the trick, that some of 
the oldest and most wide-awake of the missionaries have 
Leen quite unable to explain it away, even when performed 
under their own eyes and on their own study tables." The 
chief difficulty seems to be the apparent impossibility of di
rectin� by muscular effort the formation of intricate Chinese 
characters by means of a pen suspended by a string. 

• • •  

LOSS OF A LARGE NEW YORK: JUIL. 

On the 7th of January the express train that left Washing
ton for New York at 9.30 P. M., in consequence of a mis
placed switch, went into collision with a freight train stand
ing on a side track. One man was killed, and another badly 
injured. The coal oil in the lamps of the postal car was 
scattered and instantly burst into flames, soon destroying the 
mails and the contents of the adjoining express car. The mails 
lost were large, comprising upwards of one hundred thousand 
letters from the South, bound for New York and other places. 
The usual daily correspondence of the ScIENTIFIC AMERIC.\N 

office was consumed, and a large number of our correspond
ents will consequently fail to receive their expected replies. 
'Ve hope they will promptly repeat their enquiries. 

••••• 

IKnOVEJONT IN CANAL NAVIGATION. 

It will be remembered that some three years ago the State 
of New York offered a reward of one hundred thousand dol
lars for the invention of improved methods of navigating the 
Erie canal (400 mil"s in length), wh(>reby merchandize could 
Le transported with greater economy than by the present 
system of horse towage. A variety of experimental boats 
wl're made, all or nearly all propelled by steam_ The ulti
mate result VdR that none of the competitors succePded in 
oomplying with the peculiar conditions of the law, and they 
were finally modified, and under the modification an award 
was last year paid to the owner of the Baxter boat and to one 
other competitor. So ended the State reward project_ But 
there is still a strong demand for improvement, and the sub
ject is well worthy the attention of ingenious minds. 

General Thayer, Canal Auditor of this State, takes up the 
!!ubject in I,is recent report, and gives expression to the fol
lowing eminently practical views: 

"The Baxter Steam Canal Boat Company has been organ
ized, and during the past season has constructed and oper
ated seven boats, which, according to reports furnished this 
department, have proved successful, both in regard to in
creased speed and greater economy, as compared with boats 
moved by animal power. This company is really the first or
ganized to employ steam as a motive power on a scale likelv 
to prove a financial success. There can be no doubt that a� 
organization with a sufficient number of steamers to ensure 
daily departures, and with convenient wh&rfage facilities at 
Xew York, will command business at remunenttive rates. 
Such an enterprise can secure a large and profitable traffic in 
both directions on the line of the Erie canal, which of late 
years has been almost entirely abandoned to the railroad. 

A I'LAN FOR 'rOWAGE WAXTED. 

" One great need, however, has not yet beenaccomplislH'd, 
that is, some plan for steam towage or propulsion adapted to 
the large number of boats now employed, five thousand to six 
thousand, and moved by animal power. 

" Although I do not disapprove of the liberal bounty whicb 
the legislature granted to the Baxter boat, still, without in· 
tending in the least degree to disparage the merits of that 
boat, I am inclined to believe that, if the same liberal reward 
had been open to wider competition, we might possibly have 
secured a better result. When the law reqnired that the 
motor should be adapted to the foml of boat then in u�e, 
that restriction vir&ually prevented practical mechanical en
gineers from engaging in the contest. They knew that, as 

Mr. Baxter fully realized, a boat to be propelled by its own 
ma�hinery must be of a different fonn and model from those 
that were simply towed, and hence were un willing to assume 
the risk of being recognized by the commission or rewarded 
by the State when not adhering to the requirements of the 
law. Had the time for competition been extended, the me
chanical genius of the country would have been enlisted; a 
greater number of plans would have been submitted, and 
might not the practical results have been more favorable� 

SUCCESS OF CABLE TOWAGE 
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of 1872, laid a �ingle cable between Buffalo and Lockport, port. Entering upon the duti .. s uf rabin boy on a lake 
and, with two steamers e�pecially constructed for the pur- schooner, he speedily rose to ('ommaml the largest vessels, 
P08e, has been operatinl-( thp �y,;tem, experinl!'ntally, daring Ilnd ultimately became himself an ownel' of a great number. 
the past two SfJa�OIl�. It is claimed hy the projectors of the During late years Mr. Ward gradually withdrew from 
enterprise that, during their experimental operations, 1,400 I shipping int erests,and devoted his talents and capital to th� 
tuns of freigM, with boat:; containing it, have been hauled establishment of iron manufacture8 in his section of tlu' 
in one train by a single cabl{' steamer, against the strong cur- country. He founded the Eureka Iron 'Yorks of Detroit, 
rent between Tonawanda and Buffalo, at the rate of three the North Chicago rolling mill, and the rolling mill at Mil
miles per hour, at a� Iow a cost for steam power as any waukee. He also made large in vestments in the Lake f;u
known steam canal boat carrying two hundred tuns, that is perior iron mines and erected furnaces in the vicinity. He 
to say, doing seven times the work at the same cost for was for many years President of the American Iron and Steel 
steam. The cable system ought not to he considered an ex- Association, and, in this as well as in other prominent posi
I)eriment. It has heell in sllccessful operation on European tions, labored to push forward the important industrial en
canals and rivers for s/'n'rul years, and fOlllld to be the terprises which he had initiated. Pecuniarily his ventures 
cheapest adaptation of stj�alH for towing- pllrpo8eH yet de- were highly successful, and he leaves an estate estimated at 
vis(,d. There is uo reason why it should not be equally several million dollars_ Mr. Ward's death was very sudden, 
successful on our own canals, and certainly no more pro- owing to an apoplectic stroke, Rnd occurrell on the morning 
litable fil'ld for the oTwration of the system can be found. of Januar�- 2. 

.'URTHER DIPROYEMENTS DE}f.\Nn�;!). 

" Before dismissing the subject, I Cllunot refrain from r"- \ 
minding the legislatUl'll that the State has made but one ear· I 

nest effort to in trod uce steam on our canals. That effort 
should be continued, and not relaxed until success is assured. 
'Vith steam successfully established on our canals, we shall 
command, without fear of diversion, our full share of west
ern trade. The Lyons lock will be finished before the open· 
ing of navigation the coming spring. The completion of 
that structure will give us double locks the entire length of 
the Erie canal. Cheap and rapid transportation is the great 
problem of the day, and its solution interests producer and 
consumer alike. Railroads reaching from nearly all the prin
cipal cities upon theAtlantic coast to the great grain markets 
of the West are striving for supremacy in the carrying trade, 
and it is quite probable that active competition will have the 
effect to reduce rates, for a time at least, to a point below 
actual cost_ But with our great lakes, on which a single ves
sel of modern build will carry one hundred thousand bushels 
of grain (equal to 300 car loads) from Chicago or Milwaukee 
to Buffalo, and with the Erie canal in good order, seven feet 
of water and double locks, together with steamboats and 
steam towage on the canal and river, through from Buffalo to 
New York, alongside of ship in five to six days, we can suc
cessfully compete with all the railroads in the country, even 
at the present rates of toll." 

• •••• 

AIU.LGAK FILLINGS FOR THE TEETH. 

'''e arp indebted to Dr. J. W. ('lowes for a copy of his very 
excellent essay on the above subject, as read before the 
Odontological Society of this city. Dr. ('lowes has rendered 
a good service to the dental profession by his long-con
tinued, sturdy support and practice of tin amalgam fill
ings. He has in times past been ridiculed for this by mem
bers of his own profession; but at last it begins to be per
ceived that, instead of ridicule, he was entitled to honor. 

The use of tin amalgams as a filling for the teeth was be
gun many years ago, but the practice never became general 
among dentists. This was due to early prejudices against the 
material, engendered by lack of knowledge and skill in its 
use. Its employment is, however, being now judiciously 
revived. 

The experience of some of our best dentists, throughout a 
period of thirty years, has conclusivelr l;hown that tin amal. 
gam, properly prepared and applied, is a reliable preserva
tive; while owing to the plastic nature of the amalgam, it 
may be inserted within sensitive or delicate teeth without 
pain to the patient, and under circumstances when the use 
of gold would be inadmissible. This amalgam when first ap
plied is quite soft, and a gentle pressure therefore causes 
it to fill every interstice of the tooth with certainty. After 
a few hours'time the amalgam becomes permanently solid_ 

Complaint has been made that the tin amalgam fillings 
turn black and cause the teeth to deca�-. But this is not the 
case to any greater extent than when gold is ul!ed_ Some of 
the worst looking and most badly decayed teeth we ever 
�Il w have been those filled with gold lJY a poor operator. 
The truth is that, if the dentist is an ulll;killed man, or 
if �·ou neg-Iect to keep rour teeth scru jlulotlHly clean, tItey 
will decay and discolor, no mutter what fillingH are u6ed. 

"'hen thc dcca�'ed cavity in a tooth is prop"rly eXCa\·lItLoO. 
and fined with amalgam, it will presen-e the tooth with cer
taillt�-; while in general, it look;.! better in tlw mouth tlum 
gold. Denti�ts skilled in the IIMt� of the lllllalgam, and pa
thmts carrying this filling, will testifr to till' correctlle�s of 
this statement. 

Xext to the breathing of pure air, (,xercis ... und fhe usc of 
�uitable food, nothing more contributes to the llresen'ation 
of health than the po�session of good teeth. All the arts used 
for their preservation are therefore of the highest impor
tance. 

It should nt'ver be forgotten that the teeth will not ordin
arily decay, either originally or after being properly filled, 
unles� food or other foreign substances are allowed to remain 
between them long enough to acidify or decay, and thus act 
injuriously on the dental enamel. Th� importance of keep
ing the teeth clean, by brushing, by drawing silk threads be
tween, by frequent rinsing, I\nd other Nimple agencies, may 
thus be understood. 

. . , .  

Captain E. B. Ward. 

_ ..... -

SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL INFOlllU.TION. 

A NOVEL SINGLE RAIL RAILWAY. 

The Turkish government has recently commenced the con
structiOJi of a railway, termed the Steam Caravan, between 
Alexandretta and Aleppo, Syria, a distance of 94'2 miles. A 
single rail is employed, following the conformation of the 
land, but raised on a wall 28 inches high and 17'0 incheR 
broad. The vehicles are mounted and straddle, so to speak, 
both rail and wall. The locomotives are provided below with 
horizontal, leather-covered wheels, which rest against the 
sides of the masonry and serve as brakes, and the last vl'hi
cle of each train has similar arrangements. Each side of each 
carriage contains two persons, and the complete train is cal
culated to accommodate ninety-six. 

A NEW WAY OF PRESERVING EGGS. 

It is stated by the Revue Indmtrielle that the best ml>thod 
of preserving eggs ill to soak them for half an hour in solu
ble glass of a thick, pasty consistency. The material forms 
Ii chemical compound with the carbonate of lime of which 
the shell is composed, which renders the latter impermeable 
to air. After immersion, the eggs should Il •• carefully dried 
and kept in oats or on perforat .. d trays in a dry locality. 

SCARLATINA AN EP IDEMIC. 

Th" views of Dr. Alfred Carpenter, published some three 
yean! since in the Lancet, UpOIl th .. !!ubject of scarlet fever, 
ascribing to that disease an epidemic character, are strongly 
endorsed in a recent issue of the Medical and :-iurgical Re
pm'ter. The editor maintains that not only is the disease 
infectious in the full sense of the term, but also that the 
malignity of the infection is something frightful. Articles 
of clothing worn by patients retain a dangerous character for 
over Ii year, as do walls, furniture, and in fact everything that 
has been in the Yicinity of the disease and in its spread. Th .. 
secretions of the body, epiden!lic scales, and excreta ar .. active 
carriers of the pestilence_ 

Thorough ventilation and disinfection are the best mean" 
for destroying the poison_ Clothing, bedding, etc., should be 
submitted to a dry heat of 220' Fah. for several hours, and 
then soaked in a mixture of 1 pound hyposulphite of sodll. 
2 ounces sulphuric acid, and 8 gallons of water. Rooms 
should be purified by burning sulphur, and the patient thor
oughly cleansed before having intercourse with other people, 

VENCS AS A LUM'INOUS lUNG. 

Professor C_ 8. Lyman published in the American J<mrnal 
eight years ago Ii brief notice of IlOme observations made on 
Venus when near her inferior conjunetion in 1866. Till" 
planet was then (for the first time, so fllr as appears) SflE'n as 
Ii very delicate luminous ring. 

No opportunity has since occurred of repeating these obser 
vations until the day of the recent transit. On Tuesday, De
cember 8, Venus was again in dose proximity to the sun, and 
the author had the satisfaction of watching the delicate, silo 
very ring enclosing her disk, even when the planet was only 
the sun's semi-diameter from his limb. This was at 4 P. )(, 

or less than five hours before the beginning of the transit. 
The ring wa� brightest on the side towllrd the sun-the cre!!' 
cent proper. On dIe opposite side the thread of light wa� 

duller and of a slightly �'ellowish tinge. On the northern 
lim]l of the planet, some 00" or 800 from the point opposite 
the sun, the ring for a small space was fainter, and apparent 
l�- narrower, than elsewhere. A similar appearance, but 
more marked, was observed on the same limb, in 1866. 

The!!e obllervations were made with a five foot Clark tele, 
scope of 41 inches aperture, by so placing the instrument as 
tn have the Mun cut off by a distant building while the planet 
WIlS !Still visible. ,The ring was distinctly seen when the 
aperture was reduced to l� inches. The 9 inch equatorial 
('QuId not be UHed, as there were no mean� of excluding the 
direct sunlight. 

On the 10th the crescent, extending to more than three 
fourths of a circle, was seen with beautiful distinctness in 
the equatorial; and on this and two subsequent days, measure· 
ments were taken with the filar micrometer for the purpose 
of detennining the extent of the cusps, and consequently the 
horizontal refraction of the atmosphere of the planet, on thl" 
assumption that the extension of the crescent and formation 
of the ring are due to this refraction. 

• •••• 

" The New York Steam Cable Towing Company was organ
ized for the purpose of introducing upon our canals the 
cable system of towing. That company, during the seBllOn 

We note with regret the death of Captain Eben B. Ward, 
a well known citizen of Detroit, whose name for many years 
past has been closely identified with the remarkable growth 
and progress of our Northwestern industries. Mr. Ward 
was born in Canada, in 1811, and at the early age of 12 years 
was rendf'red dependf'nt upou hi� own eXI>rtions for sup· 

VARNISH FOn 'VHITE WOODS. -Dissolve three pounds of 
bleached shellac in one gallon of spirit of wine; strain, and 
add one and one half more gallons of spirit. If the shellac is 
pure and white, this will make a beautifully clear covering 
for white wooden articles. 

••••• 
Cocoa nut husk is better than cotton waste and turpentine 

for taking temporary ru�t from iron or steel. 
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